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Frequently Asked Questions 

relating to easyJet’s 11 July 2013 EGM 

(All answers taken from the Circular issued to shareholders on 18 June 2013) 

 

1. Why do you need to do this now?   

It is important that we place this order now to secure aircraft delivery times and to meet our planned 

seat growth of 3% to 5% per annum. easyJet has significant flexibility within the New Framework 

Arrangements to adjust the fleet size up or down depending on the economic environment and 

opportunities available. The order will also ensure that we can maintain our cost advantage. (Circular 

Ref: Part I, paragraph 6.2) 

2. How can you be certain that demand exists for the incremental seats you are buying? 

Capacity within Europe has grown at an average annual rate of 4.2% from 2003 to 2012. easyJet has 

grown profitably at a higher rate over the same time period and now has a market share of just over 

8% of the European short haul market.  

The total capacity at easyJet’s top 20 airports is around 208 million seats (excluding long haul) and 

easyJet has approximately a 22% share of these seats. The Company estimates around 86 million 

seats at these airports are currently flown by legacy carriers to cater for point-to-point demand and 

these operators are typically less efficient than easyJet.  

Consequently these areas are easyJet’s focus for continued profitable growth. The New Framework 

Arrangements would support easyJet’s planned seat growth of 3% to 5% per annum; slightly ahead 

of the market.  (Circular Ref: Part I, paragraph 5.2) 

3. Can you disclose the price paid per aircraft? 

The price we are paying for aircraft under the New Framework Arrangements represents a very 

substantial discount from the list price and will continue to give easyJet a strong competitive 

advantage through its aircraft ownership costs. 

The discount applicable to the Current Generation A320 Aircraft is in line with easyJet’s landmark 

fleet order with Airbus in 2002.  

The discount for the New Generation A320neo Aircraft is greater than the discount in percentage 

terms relative to the list price under easyJet’s landmark fleet order with Airbus in 2002.  

The New Framework Arrangements contain confidentiality provisions restricting disclosure of the 

actual price of the aircraft; this is consistent with the customary practice of the global aviation 

industry.  Disclosure of the price would result in the loss of the significant price concessions and 

would have a significant impact on the Company’s cost incurred in entering into the New Framework 

Arrangements, and would therefore not be in the interests of the Company and the Shareholders as a 

whole. (Circular Ref: Part I, paragraphs 10.4 and 10.7) 



4. How will the price of each aircraft evolve over the timeframe of the contract? 

The final list price of each Current Generation A320 Aircraft and each New Generation A320neo 

Aircraft is subject to increases resulting from (i) the cost of “buyer-furnished” equipment which the 

Company has asked Airbus to install on the aircraft (which is estimated to be US$778,100 for each of 

the Current Generation A320 Aircraft and US$618,100 for each of the New Generation A320neo 

Aircraft); (ii) price escalation will be applied to the aircraft list price, the engine option list price and 

the price of specification change notices, by applying a formula reflecting increases in the published 

relevant labor and material indices between the time the aircraft list price was set and the delivery of 

such aircraft, and (iii) taxes. (Circular Ref: Part I, paragraph 10.6) 

5. Why does easyJet need purchase rights to an incremental 100 aircraft after the initial 135? 

easyJet seeks to maintain significant flexibility within its fleet plans to adjust fleet size up or down 

depending on the economic environment and opportunities available. (Circular Ref: Part I, paragraph 

6.2) 

6. How much do you think you will save from this deal? 

Compared to a current generation A319 aircraft, the new generation A320neo is expected to give a 

cost per seat saving of 11%-12%. This is made up of 7%-8% through up-gauging and a 4% - 5% from 

moving from a current generation A320 to a new generation A320neo. The 4% - 5% cost saving is 

almost entirely due to increased fuel efficiency. (Circular Ref: Part I, paragraph 1.2) 

7. How certain are you regarding the potential fuel savings if you have yet to pick an engine 

manufacturer? 

Following an extensive technical review, easyJet has evaluated CFM and Pratt & Whitney and their 

ability to minimise fuel burn as well as meet future environmental standards. Both manufacturers 

conformed to easyJet’s technical risk assessment and demonstrated airframe and engine suitability.  

CFM and Pratt & Whitney have also indicated that they are able to provide easyJet with necessary 

support and performance guarantees for the duration of the New Framework Arrangements. 

(Circular Ref: Part I, paragraph 9.7) 

8. Where will these aircraft be deployed? 

easyJet’s strategy is to continue to build positions of strength in its key markets and to reallocate 

aircraft to the routes and bases which will deliver the highest returns.  Decisions on individual routes 

for new aircraft will be taken on the basis of demand and the returns generated for shareholders. 

(Circular Ref: Part I, paragraph 7.3) 

9. How will you fund such a large transaction?  

The New Framework Arrangements are expected to be funded through a combination of easyJet’s 

internal resources, cashflow, sale & leaseback transactions and debt. Our policy of approximately 

70%/30% owned/leased remains the same. (Circular Ref: Part I, paragraph 1.5) 

 



 

10. What are the next steps in the process to finalise the transaction? 

A circular has been sent to shareholders outlining the proposed transaction.  Shareholders have been 

invited to give their support for the New Framework Arrangements at a general meeting on 11 July. 

(Circular Ref: Part I, paragraph 2.2) 


